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Abstract 

ln a peer-to・peer(P2P) overlay network， a large number and various types of peer processes釘 ecooperat-

ing by using multimedia contents like movies. Multimedia streaming is a key technology to realize multimedia 
applications. Here， multimedia contents訂 erequired to be reliable and continuously delivered to processes in a 
real-time manner. ln this paper， we newly discuss a heterogeneous asynchronous multi-source s甘'eaming(HAMS) 
model where multiple contents peers transmit packets of a multimedia content to a requesting leaf peer to increase 
the throughput， reliability， and scalability in P2P overlay networks. 

I.Introducoon 

Multimedia s甘eamingapplications like video on de・
mand [6] are getting more significant in the Intemet ap-
plic副ions[7]. Here， multimedia contents have to be 
efficiently and reliably delivered to users仕omcon胞nts
providers while real-time cons仕aintsare satisfied. In 
peer-to・peer(P2P) overlay networks [5]， a large number 
of peer processes (peers) in various types of compuト
ers， mainly personal computers are cooperating by ex-
changing messages with each other. Here， multimedia 
contents are in nature dis甘ibutedin various ways like 
downloading. Peers supporting multimedia contents are 
contents peers. On the 0出erhand， peers which receive 
multimedia contents are leaf peers. One-to-one/one-to・
many types of communication protocols like TCP [4] 

加 dRTP [8] are so far developed and widely凶 edfor 

multimedia applications. One-to-one/one-to・manypro・
tocols to satisfy Quality of Service (QoS) requirements 

are also discussed in papers [9]. 

In this paper， we newly discuss a heterogeneous 
asynchronous multi-source streaming (HAMS) model. 
Here， each communication channel may suppo目differ-
ent QoS and each peer may support different位制lsmis-
sion rate. Packets of a multimedia content are in parallel 

transmitted to a leaf peer合ommultiple contents peers. 
Every contents peer asynchronously starts甘ansmitting
a subsequence of the packe包 toeach leaf peer indepen-

dently of the others. Each contents peer autonomously 

selects some packets of the multimedia content by ex-

changing information on what packets they have sent 

with others. 
ln section 2， we present a system model. ln section 

3， we discuss how to decompose a multimedia content 
to subsequences of packets. ln section 4， we discuss 
the HAMS model. ln section 5， we evaluate the HAMS 
model in terms of throughput. 

tiple peers by exchanging multimedia data with other 
peers. Peers are interconnected in underlying networks. 
A packet is a unit of da旬釘ansmissionin the underly-
ing network. A multimedia content is decomposed into 
a sequence of packets and packets are仕組smittedin a 

network. 

First， a leaf peer sends a request of a content C to a 
contents pee工Onreceipt of the request， a contents peer 
starts transmitting a sequence of packets of the content 
Oto由eleaf peer. One contents peer typically supports 
multiple leaf peers and transmits packets of the mul-

timedia content to each leaf peer asynchronously with 
the other leaf peers. This model is referred to as single-
sou陀 estreaming (SSS) model. 

ln order to realize the higher scalability， reliability， 
and throughput， a multi-source streaming (MSS) model 

is discussed [1]. Here， multiple contents peers are used 
to deliver a multimedia content to each leaf peer. Let 

CPo be a set of contents peers CPlt ...， CPn (ηさ1)

ofa content O. Let LPc be a set ofleafpeers LPh・・・，
LP m (m ~ 1) which request a content O. Multiple con-
tents peers 0 P1， ...， C九 sendpackets of the content 
o to a leaf peer L九 [Figure1]. Let OLis shows a log-

ical channel between C Pi and L九.A channel C Lis 
is characterized in Quality of Service (QoS)， bandwidth 
bw臼，delay time dlis， and packet loss ratio plis. 

。:ωnlenlspeer. 

o : leofpeer. 

Figure 1. Multi-source streaming model. 

3. Packet Distribution to Mulople Channels 

2. Mulo-source Streaming (MSS) Model Suppose contents ~eers CPlt ...， C凡仰と 1)send 
packe包 ofa content 0 to a leaf peer L九.A packet is a 

We consider multimedia s仕切mingapplications [3， unit of da阻むansmissionin an underlying network. ln 
7]. Applications are realized by cooperation of mul- O~， a content C is decomposed into a sequence pkt = 
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(h， ...， tl) ofpackets. Then， CPi transmits由epack-

ets in the network. Suppose a sequence pkt = (tl，…， 
ts) of packets is obtained合oma content C. Mu1tiple 
conte臨 peersCPl， ...， C凡 transmitpackets in pkt 
to L九.Each C Pi transmits a subsequence pktis of 
pkt to L九.A union pkh U pkt2 is a packet sequence 
including every packet in packet sequences pkh and 
pkt2 where the packets are totally ordered in the se-
quence number and no redundant packets are inc1uded. 
Let pkt(む]and pkt[ti) show a prefix (tl，…， ti) and 
postfix (ti， ti+b ...， tl) of a packet sequence pkt， re-
spectively. 

The larger bandwidth bwi8 a channel C Li8 implies， 
the more number of packets are transmitted through the 

channel C Lis・IpktislとIpktj81if the bandwidth bWis 
from CPi to L九 islarger than the bandwidth仇JJi8of 
another C Pj. Next， we discuss which packets each con-
tents peer C Pi transmits to L九.In the single-source 

streaming (SSS) model， one contents peer sends a se-
quence tb t2， • • • ofthe packets to the leafpeer as shown 
in Figure 2a. In our multi-source streaming (MSS) 

model， each of C P1， C 1も， andC九 transmitsdiffer-
ent packets of the content C from others as shown in 
Figure 2b. Each C Pi transmits packets at rate propor-
tional to the bandwidth b初旬・ Thefastest contents peer 

C P1 transmits fo町 packetstI， t2， t4， and ts， the sec-
ond fastest contents peer C九 transmitst3 and t6， and 
the slowest contents peer C乃transmitst7 to L九， i.e. 
pkt18 = (tb t2， t4， ts， ...)， pkt28 = (t3， t6，…)， and 

pkt3s = (t7， ...). Here， Ipkt181 : Ipkt28I : Ipkt3s1 = 

4 : 2: 1. First， L九 receives出etop packet tl from 
CP1. Here， L九 deliverstl・百len，LPs receives a pair 

of packets t2 and t3 from C P1 and C乃， respectively， 
at the same time. L九 deliverst2 and t3. Then， L九
receives t4合'omC Pl. LPs delivers t4 without wait-
ing for other packets since every packet preceding t4 
has been delivered. On receipt of t7企omthe slowest 

contents peer C乃，L九 deliversお，t6， and t7・Here，
a subsequence (tI，…， t7) of packets is re免rredto as 

segment. The next segment is (ts，…， h4)' Since pack-
ets are in paral1el甘ansmittedby CP1， C乃， andC凡
the transmission time can be reduced. 

CP，…回囚回国図:図図図図ー→ LP.

a.邸 Smodel.

CP，…H ・H ・...・H ・回回:図囚図回一ー

CP~ ………… じ豆コ;1[亙tt112l歪ヨ-LP.

CP，………・・コE二コIII刊が'<&冷却;::~'!~l 一一
b.MSSmodol. 

Figure 2. Transmission of packets. 

Data transmission in each channel C Li8 from a con-
tents peer C Pi to a leaf peer L九 ismodeled to be a 

sequence of tim~ slots CL18' CL1s'…， CLf! where 
the kth packet t~8 in a subsequence pkti8 = (t18' t18' 
• .， t~!) can be transmitted in出ekth time slot C L~8 

(k = 1， ...， Ci) where ci is the number of packets in 
pkt臼・ Figure3 shows time slots ofthe channels CL18， 
C乃8'佃 dCLお38'where 4rη"18 = 2r:乃28== 'T:乃38since bωt包ωJJ18s 

:仇μ均28ド:仇U内38= 4 : 2 : 1. The larger the bandwidth 
bt包均t

r..臼 [ms鴎ec寸]shows the transmission time of a packet i泊n 

CL 臼 wi抗thin剖抑t旬er-pac~匂刷et gap. Let st(CL~8) and et(CL~s) 
show when C Pi starts and finishes甘ansmitting出ek出
packet in pktis， respectively. First， st(CL~8) is defined 
to be 0 for every CLis. Then， et(CL:

R
+1f= st(CL年)

+ηs. st(CL~8+1) = et(CL~8)・ Here， á~ time slot C tt 
precedes another CL1s (CLfs→ CLれ)ifet(CLも)<

州CL1s)'Let CL be a set ofall the time slo句 inCLi8， 
..， CLn8・Atime slot C L in CL is initial iff there is 
no time slot C Lノsuch由atCL' precedes CL (CL'→ 

CL) in CL. 

-time 

cI! CL!. cL!. 
t ... 

C'Lt CL~ 

Figure 3. Time slots. 

Packets in a packet sequence pkt are allocated to 
time slots of the set CL = {C L1s， …， CLn8}: 
[Allocation of packets] For each packet tk in a packet 
sequence pkt (k = 1， • • . ， l)， 

1. Find an initial time slot C L such that st( C L) ~ 

st(CLノ)for every initial time slot C L' in CL. 

2. Al10cate the packet tk with the time slot C L. 

3. Remove the time slot C L企omCL.

Let us consider the channels CL18， CL2s， and CL3s 
shown in Figure 3. Each channel CLi8 is modeled to 

be a sequence of time slo包，CLts' CL~8' … ， CL~! for 
i = 1， 2， 3， i.e. CL == {CLt8' CL1s'…， CLZlt = 
1， 2， 3}. The time slots in CL are partially ordered 

in the precedent relation →. According to血epacket 
allocation algorithm， the initial time slot C LIs is白m
selected and the tωop pa郎，ckettl in白es回equencepkt is 
aおss討ig伊ne“dwit出hCLIしS'CLl8 is removed合omCL. Next， 
there are a pair of initial time slots CL~8 and CL~8' 
Here， st(CL~8) > St(CL~8) since the channel CL1s is 
faster出anCL28 (bw1s > btJJ28)' CL~8 is taken for也e
second pa拠 tt2・CL~s is removed from CL. Then， the 
initial time slot CL~s is taken for t3. Thl院 packetsare 
assigned with time slots as shown in Figure 2b. 

4. HAMS Model 

4.1. Asynchronous coordination 

Itaya et al. [1] discussed the asynchronous approach 
to synchronize transmission of packe抱合ommultiple 
contents peers. In the as戸lchronouscoordination， each 
C Pi independently starts transmitting packets of the 
content C on receipt of a content request合oma leaf 
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peer L九. Whi1e transmitting packets to L九， each 
conten包 peerexchanges the con仰 Ipacke包 onwhich 
content packe也 havebeen sent and inf'Ormati'On on曲e
bandwid由 ofa channel between the contents peer and 
出eleafpeer. 

4ムDatastructure 

Each content packet t is identified by a unique se-
quence number t.SQ in a packet sequence pkt. It is 
noted由ateach conten也 peersends content packe句 toa 
leafpeer but the sequence numbers ofthe content pack-
ets may be gapped because each contents peer d'Oes not 
send every packet. Each conten臼 peer0 Pi perceives 
C乃tobe active if 0 Pi receiv白 acontrol packet企om
o Pj. Otherwise， 0 Pi perceives 0乃tobe dormant. 
Here， VWi shows a view of 0 Pi， i.e. a subset 'Of con-
tents peers which 0 Pi perceives to be active. V Wi is 
realized in a bitmap (Vl， • • • ，九)where V; = 1 if OPi 
P町ceives0乃tobe active， otherwise V; = 0 (j = 1， 
…，n). Here， VWi. V; shows the jth bit巧inVWi・
IVWil is I{O乃IVWi巧=1 }I， i.e. the number of ac-
tive conten臼peerswhich OPi perceives. In each OPi， 
出efollowing variables are manipulated to send content 
packets (j = 1， ...， n): 

• SQ j = sequence number of a content packet where 
o Pi knows that 0 Pj hぉ sentevery content packet 
t where t.SQ ::; SQj to L九， initially O. 

• VWj =view (九…，Vn)ofO乃・
• MV  Q jk = sequence number of a content packet 
where 0 Pj has known that 0 Pk sent every data 
packet t where t.SQ ::; MVQik， initially O. 

• MVQ= {MVQjk I j， k= 1， ...，π}. 
• MinMVQj = sequence number where OPj h鎚

known出atevery active contents peer sent every 
content packet t where t.SQ ::; M inMV Q j・

.M伽MVQ m初(MinMVQ1，
MinMVQn). 

• BWj = bandwidth_ oJ 0乃which0 Pi knows. 
The contents peer 0 Pi knows th剖 everyOPj h鎚

甘ansmittedevery content packet t where t.SQ ::; 
M如MVQ."MVQjk =丁"means出剖C乃d'Oesnot 
perceive 0九 ωbeactive. M初MVQi= min(SQl， 

• • • ，SQn)' Each con甘01packet c sent by 0 Pi ca町iesin-
formations; c.SQ = vector of sequence numbers (SQlt 
..， SQn) where each SQj is a sequence number of 
a content packet most recently sent by a contents peer 
C乃which0 Pi knows， C. VW  = view VWi of 0 Pi， 
and c.BW = bandwidth BWi ofCPi. 

4.3. Transmission of content and control packets 

Every active contents peer knows出atevery content 
packet t where t.SQ ::; M inMV Q has been surely sent 
by some contents peer. Here， even if C Pi had not sent 
some packet t where t.SQ :5 MinMVQ， CPi does not 
need to send t since t has been surely sent by another 
conten胞peer.Here， C Pi can only send a content packet 
t where t.SQ > MinMVQ. Let MαxBW show the 

maximum one in MαXBW1， ...， MαxBWら.OPi is 
assumed to know由emaximum bandwid曲 MaxBWj
ofevery 0乃0・=1，…，n). 

The faster c'Ontents peer 0 Pi is， the more number 
of packets Cl'i甘ansmits.百lenumber of packets to 
be sent by each 0 Pi should be decided to be propor-
tional to the bandwidth BWi・BWimay change due 
to congestions of the c'Ommunication channel and 'Over-
load ofOPi. It spends computati'On and communication 
resource to reallocate packets to each contents peer each 
time the bandwidth of some contents peer is changed. 
In order to reduce the overhead ofthe packet all'Ocati'On， 
the c'Ontents peers are classified with問 spectt'O BWi (::; 
MαxBWi) in each 0 Pi as follows: 
[Classification of contents peers) 

1.0乃 isclassified into a class 0 if B同 =
MαxBW. 

2.0乃 isclassified int'O the class k if 2-k+1 > 
BWj/MαxBWと2-k(k ~ 1). 

Let K be the t'Otal number of classes of the contents 
peers. Let clαss( C Pi) den'Ote a class of a contents peer 
CPi (ε{O， 1，…，Kー 1(K ~ 1)}). Let Ck be a 
set of contents peers 'Of a class k (k = 0， 1， ...， K -
1). If there are multiple contents peers in each class 
k，出econten胞 peersin Ck are sorted in an ascending 
order ofthe identifiers. Let OPNk (~ 0) be the num-
ber ICkl of active contents peers in a class k (く K).
F'Or each class k， there is a sequence BKk of buckets 
BKkO， BKkb ・・・，BKkc/a (Ck = OPNk -1). Each 
bucket Bki (i = 1，...， Ck) includes CPNk (と1)ofcon-
tent packets， where one content packet合omeach active 
contents peer of a class k. Let MαxSQ shows the se-
quence number of the last c'Ontent packet. For the se-
quence number 1 niSQ of some content packet， content 
packe臼ina postfix (tlniSQ， tlniSQ+l， ...， tMazSQ) of 
出esequence pkt are allocated to the buckets as follows: 
[Packet allocation PAlloc(IniSQ， K， MαxSQ)] 

ci := bi := 0 for every i; k := 0; 
for th in pkt 

(h = IniSQ， IniSQ+l，…，MωSQ){ 

store th in the bucket BKkblc; Ck := Ck + 1; 
if Ck > CPNk{ bk := bk + 1; 

if k = K -1， k := 0; 
else if bk is even， k := k + 1; 

else if k > 0， k := k -1; } } 

According to the packet allocati'On algorithm 
PAlloc(IniSQ， K， MαxSQ)， content packets are first 
allocated to buckets of the fastest channel. Lastly， con-
tent packets are allocated to the sl'Owest one. Here， a 
subsequence of the c'Ontent packets all'Ocated is a seg-
ment. lnitially， 1 niSQ = 1. If VWi is changed， con-
tent packets are reallocated to由ebu能 rs.A contents 
peer CPi takes a sequence BKk = (BKkO， BKkl，...， 
BKkc，J of buckets if k = clαss(CPi). lf OPNk = 1， 
each bucket in BKk includes one packet. OPi sends 
a content packet for each bucket BKkr (r = 0， 1， ...， 
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Ck). If OPNk > 1， OPNk of content packets are in-
cluded in each bucket since each ofOPNk active con-
tents peers in the class k sends one content packet in 
each bucket. Content packets in each bucket are sorted 
in the sequence number. The contents peers in Ck are 
so此edin the identifies. OPi takes the v血packetin ev-

ery bucket in BKk if OPi is由ev出 inCk・
By exchanging control packets among the contents 

peers， each contents peer 0 Pi detects whether every 

other contents peer is active or dormant. A control 
packet C sent by 0乃carries出eview c.VW (= V同)
to OPi. OP" has a consistent view VWi iff VWi = 

VWj for every 0乃suchthat VWi. vj = 1. Even if 
another 0 Pj perceives 0 Pk to be active， C Pi may per-
ceive 0 Pk to be dormant since 0 pi has not received 
any control packet from 0 Pk・
(View change] Each time VWi changes from inconsis-
tent state to consistent state， 0 Pi changes the仕出lsmis-
sion procedure as follows: 

1. Every content packet t where t.SQ > IniSQ 
in pkt is allocated to the buckets BKo， BK1， 
..， BKK-l according to the PAlloc(IniSQ， K， 
MαxSQ). 

2. 0 Pi sends content packets企omthe buckets in the 
bucket sequence B K k where k is a c1ass of 0 Pi • 

Even if some number of contents peers are dormant， 
the other active contents peers can deliver every da回
of a multimedia content to a leaf peerぉ presentedin 
the preceding subsection. However， if more number 
of contents peers get dormant， the leaf peer cannot re-
ceive some content packets. Hence， a collection of ac-

tive contents peers reallocate content packets to buck-

ets. If VWi is consistent， every active contents peer 
has the same view and bandwidth information. Next， 
each active 0 Pi has to find the sequence number SQ 
of the content packet on which every active contents 
peer makes an agreement. As discussed， every content 
packet t where t.SQ ~ MinMVQ is surely sent by 
some contents peer. However， M inMV Q may not be 
the same in every active contents peer. Hence， we take 
the following action in each OPi: 

1. Every 0乃 inVWi is classified to a class 
dαss(O乃)by the classi白cationalgorithm. M := 

ει12K-HCPNK-Mgivesthesizeofaseg-
ment. 

2. 0 Pi takes a content packet s named synchroniza-
tion point， where t.SQ = 1M suchぉ aninteger γ 

出at1M ~ MinMVQく (γ+I)M. 

3. IniSQ is a sequence number s.SQ ofa synchro-
niiation point s. 0 Pi reallocates every content 
packet t where t.SQと1niSQ to the buckets by 
PAlloc(IniSQ， K， MαxSQ). 

Suppose 0 Pi takes the synchronization sequence 
number IniSQi. Content packets where sequence 
numbers are larger 

located to buckets according to the PAlloc(IniSQi， K， 
MαxSQ). Here， in ano出erOPj， JniSQj f IniSQi. 
A condition IIniSQj -IniSQil =α.M surely holds 
for some integer constant α(~ 0) and every pair of 0 Pi 

andO乃.Suppose JniSQjく JniSQi・oPj allocates 
every content packet t where t.SQど1niSQ j by the 
PAlloc(IniSQj， K， MαxSQ). Every packet t where 
t.SQとIniSQiis surely allocated to the buckets in 
C乃ina same way鎚 OPibecause M content pack-
ets are a unit of packet allocation. In Figure 2， M = 

7. Hence， tt， ts， tlS， .•. can be synchronization points. 
Thus， each 0乃 reallocatespackets to buckets in the 
same way even if some packets which have been sent 
by another contents peer might be transmitted again. 

L九continuouslyreceives packets仕omactive contents 
peers without packet loss while the membership and 
performance of contents peers are changed. 

5. Evaluation 

We evaluate the HAMS model compared with the 
SSS model and the AMSS model. In出isevaluation， 
three contents peers CP1， 01も，and， 0乃transmitcon-

tent packets of a multimedia video content C of one 
Gbytes to a leaf peer L九.We assume that the delay 

time of each channel C Lis between a pair of C Pi and 
LPs is reliable and constant (i = 1， 2， 3). On the other 
hand， each channel 0 Li8 between 0 Pi and L九 may
suppo此 differentbandwidth仇lJi8' We consider three 
configurations cl， c2， and c3 ofchannels OL1s， OL28， 
and C L38 with the ratio Ib切 181: Ibω281 : 1拘 3s1= 4: 
2: 1， 2 : 2: 1， and 1 : 1 : 1， respectively [Figure 4]. 
The minimum bandwidth is denoted by 1 which means 

10 [Mbps] in each configuration. 

cl c2 d 

Figure 4. Configurations. 

In the evaluation， a peer is realized in one process 

and processes are interconnected with logical chan-

nels in one computer (DELL Precision 650 with Linux 
2.6.1l-kemel OS， dual Intel Xeon 2.0 GHz CPU， and 
1.5 GB main memory). Each OPi transmits some num-

ber of packets for one time unit. The transmission rate 

[packetltime unit] of GPi is given by I/BWi8・One

content packet is 500 bytes long. 0 Pi transmits con-

tent packets of the video contents to a leaf peer L九
In the SSS model， one contents peer sends a11 the con-
tent packets to L九 throughthe fastest channel in each 

configuration. In the AMSS model， each contents peer 
transmits content packets at the same rate. The rate is 
decided by the minimum bandwidth 10 [Mbps] in every 
channel. Each 0九transmitscontent packe旬 atthe rate 
of the channel C Li8 in the HAMS model. 
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Figure 7. Ratlo of number of packets (c3). 
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for transmitting continuous multimedia contents合om
multiple contents peers to a leafpeer. The peers may not 
support enough computation power to distribute con-
tents and enough QoS may not be supported in net-
works. In addition， each channel between contents 
peers and leaf peers may support di任erentQoS. While 
仕組smittingcontent packets to leaf peers and exchang-
ing control packe胞 amongcontents peers， every active 
contents peer sends a different subsequence of content 
packets企omthe other contents peers to a leaf peer. In 
the evaluation， we showed由atthe HAMS model im-
plies high-performance communication出antheAMSS 
model [1] and the SSS model. 

AMSSmodel -一HAMSmodel --
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Flgure 6. Ratlo of number of packets (c2). 
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Figure 5 shows the configuration c 1. About 70 % 
of the throughput is increased in the HAMS model for 
the SSS model since at most 70 [Mbps] rate is taken in 
the HAMS model while 40 [Mbps] in出eSSS model. 
However， about 20 % of the throughput is decreased in 
出eAMSS model since only the minimum bandwidth 
bw3s， i.e. 10 [Mbps] ofthe slowest channel CL3s can 
be used in each channel. Figure 6 shows the config-
uration c2. Here， both the HAMS and AMSS models 
imply the higher throughput than the SSS model. In 
由eAMSS model， three channels are used to in paral-
lel transmit content packets and出etotal bandwidth 30 
[Mbps] used in the channels is larger than 20 [Mbps] 
of the fastest C L1s・Figure7 shows c3. Here， the 
HAMS and AMSS models support the same through-
put.百leHAMS and AMSS models imply three times 
higher bandwidth than the SSS mode1. 

The AMSS model can support the higher through-
put than the SSS model for the configurations c2 and 
c3 but the lower for cl. In c3， the AMSS and HAMS 
models suppo目thesame throughput since every chan-
nel supports the same bandwidth. In conc1usion， the 
HAMS model can suppo目multimediastreaming appli・
cations with the high throughput in heterogeneous en-
vironment. 
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6. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper， we newly discussed曲eheterogeneous 

asynchronous multi-source streaming (HAMS) model 


